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Modifying  a One Region  Leontief
Input-Output Model  to Show  Sector Capacity
Constraints
M.  D.  Petkovich  and C.  T.  K.  Ching
A one-region Leontief input-output model may be modified  to show sector capacity
constraints  or  "sector  destruction."  The  economist  must  know  the  degree  of  sector
destruction,  level  of imports  of the destroyed  sector's  product,  and  make  certain  as-
sumptions about the  regional economy.  Six cases  are  presented based  on the degree of
destruction  (complete or partial)  and level of imports  of the destroyed sector's  product
(none,  sufficient  to  reach  original  final  demands  or insufficient  to  reach  original  final
demands).  A  linear  programming  version  of the  input-output  model  is  suggested  for
three  of the  six cases.
A  typical  use  of input-output  models  has
been  for  impact  analysis.  Changes  in  final
demand,  an  exogenous  variable,  are  esti-
mated,  and  the  effects  of these  changes  on
the  economy  are calculated.  There  is,  how-
ever,  a special  case of impact  analysis where
the productive  capacity  of a  sector  has been
curtailed or "destroyed."  Although  this  leads
to a reduction in output, it is not caused by a
reduction  in final demand.'
A common example of sector destruction  is
the cessation of mining in a region due to the
depletion  of ore.  In this case,  imports  of the
destroyed  sector's  product  are  unlikely.  In
other  situations,  such  as  the  destruction  of
irrigated  agriculture due to water constraints,
imports  of  the  product  (e.g.,  feed  grains)
might  increase.  In  this case  it may be  inap-
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Clark,  Fletcher  and  McKinney  and  Bromley,  Blanch
and  Stoevener  have  also  discussed  the problem  of es-
timating output after a  reduction in sector capacity has
occurred.  Their proposals differ from the solution pres-
ented here.
propriate  to use  the  input-output  model  to
calculate the new sector output. The reduced
productive  capacity  of the  destroyed  sector
now  acts  as  a constraint  in the  input-output
equation  system,  and  imports  of  the  de-
stroyed  sector's  product may  be substituted
for  the product  that  was endogenously  pro-
duced.
The original input-output model,  however,
need not be abandoned  because  of these de-
velopments;  rather,  two  general  approaches
may be considered.  First, if destruction leads
to  changes  in  the  direct  coefficients,  the
economy may be modeled by reconstructing
the flow matrix.  The economist must first de-
termine what structural changes will occur in
the economy.  For example,  he must consider
what  possible  substitutes  might  be  used  for
the  sector's  product  and  the  consequences
this  has  on  the  interindustry  transactions.
Such  a procedure  can be hazardous  because
it relies  on predictions  that are very difficult
to  make.  Second,  if  the  direct coefficients
have  not  changed,  the  input-output  model
may  be  converted  to  a linear  programming
model.  Richardson  notes that the linear pro-
gramming  version  can  overcome  two  prob-
lems that we believe are  associated with de-
struction:  (1) the  existence  of bottlenecks  in
the  economy,  and (2) substitutes  (imports  of
the  destroyed  sector's  product).  This  ap-
proach  is  suitable  for  modeling  "short-run"
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changes  in  which  no structural changes  have
occurred  in  the  regional  economy.  In short,
the  choice  of approaches  depends  on  the
goals  of  the economist  and the  assumptions
he is willing  to make.
The purpose of this article is to show how a
Leontief input-output  model can  be revised
to  account  for  sector destruction.  Since  col-
lecting new data on a region can be time con-
suming and costly,  we will show how the new
model  can  be  constructed  if  the  economist
knows  only the  degree  of sector destruction
and level of imports of the destroyed sector's
product  (henceforth  called  "imports").  Six
cases are modeled  using linear programming
or  input-output  versions  of  the  original
model.  These  cases  cover  the  various  situa-
tions that could  occur in a regional economy
after destruction.  The article  concludes  with
an application  to an  actual case of sector  de-
struction  that  occurred  recently  in  western
Nevada.
The Models
Given  that information  about the regional
economy  after  destruction  is  limited  to  the
degree of sector destruction and level of im-
ports,  three related problems must be resol-
ved before presenting the models.  First, how
is the  destroyed  sector's  (sector  d) final  de-
mand  affected  by destruction?  Knowing  the
post-destruction  level of final demand  in sec-
tor d and the non-destroyed sectors will allow
us to  solve for sector output in the new mod-
els.  Second,  in the absence  of imports of the
destroyed  sector's commodity,  how does  de-
struction  affect  the  non-destroyed  sector's
final  demand?  Third,  how  are  the  final  de-
mand levels  of the non-destroyed  sectors  af-
fected  when  imports  are  available?  Each
problem  is discussed below.
1. The  effect  of destruction  on  sector  d's
final  demand  may  be  shown  using the  flow
matrix of a conventional  input-output model:
(1.1)  allX+ + ...  +  aldXd  +...
+ aln X° +  Yo°  =  X°1  +  M  = Z1
(1.2)  adlXl  + ...  +  addXd  +...
+ adnX  +  Yd  =  XdO  +  Md  =  Zd
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(1.3)  anlX  +  ...  + andX  + ...
+annXO  +  Yo  = Xo +  M  =Zn
(1.4)  apiX  + ..  . + apdXS  + ...
+ apnX,  =  p
(1.5)  avlX°  +...  +  avdXd  +  ...
+  avnXn  =  v
where
aij  =  amount  of commodity  i  needed  to
produce  one  unit  of  commodity  j
(note that the  ith commodity  is pro-
duced  in  the  ith  sector)
Yo  = final demand for commodity i before
destruction (i  =  1,2, . ... ,d, . . .,n)
X°  = total  production  of  commodity  i
before  destruction  (i  =  1,2, .. ,
d,...,n)
pj  = amount  of labor needed  to produce
one unit of commodity j
avj  =  amount  of  other  primary  inputs






=  total labor purchases
=  total other primary inputs purchases
= total supply of commodity  i
= imports of commodity i
For simplicity,  we will assume  throughout
this paper  that initially there  are no imports
of  the  endogenously  produced  commodity.
Using  accounting  identities  (Chenery  and
Clark) the  row and column  sums in the flow
matrix for  sector d may be specified  as:
(2)  aldXd  + a 2dXd  + . . + addXd  +
. andXd  +  apdXd  + avdXd
(column)
adlXl  + ad2X  + ...  + addXd +
... + adnXn  +  Yd
(row)
The degree of destruction is defined by the
scalar  r,  where  0  <  r  <  1.  The  situation
where  r  =  0  is  a  special  case  called  "total
destruction;"  that is,  all production in  sector
d ceases. The case 0 < r < 1 is termed "par-
tial destruction."  When  sector  d is  partially
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destroyed  and  all  direct  coefficients  are un-
changed,  Equation  (2) becomes:
(3)  (aid  +  a2d  +...  +  add  +...
+ and + apd  aVd)rXd
(column)
adl(rX?) +  ad2(rX2 0) + ..  +  add(rXd)
+ ..  . +  adn(rX°) +  rY].
(row)
That is, when Xd becomes rXd,  Yd is decreased
to rYe.  This  assumption  implies  that  sector
d's  intermediate  and final  demands  are  de-
creased by the same proportion  (r).
2.  In  the  absence  of imports,  the  non-
destroyed  sectors'  final  demand  and  output
are  determined  by  the  assumption  of  fixed
coefficient  production  functions  inherent  in
the  Leontief  input-output  model.  That  is,
assuming  that production  in  sector  d  is  de-
creased  by  40  percent  and  the  remaining
output is distributed  in  the same proportion
as before destruction,  production  in all other
sectors  is cut by 40 percent.  This result can
be  seen  in  Equations  (2)  and  (3).  Note  in
Equation  (3)  that  all  sectors  (see  the  "row"
side) have been scaled by r. It is evident from
the accounting identities that final demand in
any  non-destroyed  sector  will  now decrease
to rY °, just as  final  demand in the destroyed
sector decreased to rYO  when Xj  became rX'.
An  exception  to  this  rule  occurs  if  the
input-output system  is decomposable  [Hen-
derson and Quandt,  page 370].  That is,  some
sectors (or a sector) have no transactions  with
other  sectors.  In  this  case  there  are  two  or
more groups of self sufficient industries, and
the final demands  of the sectors with  no ties
to  sector  d  do  not need  to be  scaled  by  r.
Another consideration  in the use of scalar r is
how industry  products  were aggregated  into
sectors.  For example,  if the product of a de-
stroyed  industry  was  sold  entirely  as  final
demand,  but grouped  in  a  sector  with  pro-
ducts sold as  intermediate  demand,  it would
be incorrect to scale the final demands of the
non-destroyed  sectors  by r.
3.  If  imports  of  the  destroyed  sector's
product  are  available,  output  of  the  non-
destroyed sectors  may  increase beyond rX°,
and  some  output  may  be  sold  as  final  de-
mand.  We will assume that the levels  of final
demand  for  the  non-destroyed  sectors  may
not  increase  beyond  the  levels  that  existed
before  destruction.  This assumption is  made
to correspond to a "short-run"  situation; that
is,  no new market for the commodity may be
found.  The  level  of  imports  that  allows  the
original final demands  to be reached  will be
termed  "unlimited  imports."  The  level  of
import that is not sufficient to reach the orig-
inal  final  demands  will  be  termed  "limited
imports.  2
The set of all combinations  of two types  of
destruction  (partial  or  complete)  and  three
levels  of imports  (no imports,  unlimited,  and
limited)  gives  six cases  of sector destruction,
each requiring a different model:  Case I: Par-
tial destruction - no imports; Case II:  Partial
destruction  - unlimited  imports;  Case  III:
Partial  destruction  - limited  imports;  Case
IV:  Total  destruction  - no imports;  Case  V:
Total  destruction  - unlimited  imports;  and,
Case VI:  Total destruction - limited imports.
Cases I and IV use an input-output approach,
and  cases  II,  and  III,  and  VI  use  a  linear
programming  version  of  the  inDut-outnlt
model.  Case IV may be modeled with either
an input-output or linear programming model.
Dorfman,  Samuelson,  and Solow and Van-
dermulen  both  note  that the  static  Leontief
model  is  a  special  case  of  linear  program-
ming.  Except for cases  involving primary re-
source  limitations,  the  linear  programming
version  of the problem  yields  results  identi-
cal  to  those  of a  conventional  input-output
model.  And,  as  is  typical of  linear program-
ming problems,  there are  two versions.  One
could maximize the value of final demands by
choosing product prices subject to the condi-
tion that prices be at most equal to the cost of
primary  resources  (for  example,  labor).  Al-
2It  is  assumed  that  imports  of the  destroyed  sector's
product are used to meet consumption final demand in
the region but not export final demand.  For simplicity,
Yo  is treated throughout  the paper as being comprised
totally of consumption  final demand.
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ternatively,  one could  minimize primary  re-
source  costs  subject  to  the  conditions  that
total production  of each  sector's output  is at
least equal  to their final demands.  Both  ver-
sions of these dual linear programs  yield  re-
sults  consistent  with  conventional  input-
output  analysis.  Since this  analysis  considers
cases where imports of endogenous  products
are  potentially  limiting,  we  chose  the linear
programming  approach  with  labor  cost
minimization.  A linear  programming  formu-
lation  of the input-output model that will be
modified to analyze  cases II,  III, V,  and VI is
as follows:
(4.1)  Minimize  L =  aplX1 +  ap2X2+  ... +
adXd  +  ap  a  +  .. +  +  .. +  adMd  +
. . . +  anMn
Subject to:
(4.2)  (1  - a11)Xl  - a 2X2 - ...-  adXd  -
- alnXn  +  M1  YI
(4.3)  -adX  - ad2X2  - ..  +  (1  - add) Xd  -
- adnXn  +  Md  Yd
(4.4)  -anX 1 - an2X 2 ... andX d - ..
(1  - ann)X  +  Mn>Yn
(4.5) aplX  +  ap2X 2 +  .. .+  apdXd +  ..
apnXn  <  Po
(4.6) avlXl  +  avX2  +  .+  adXd  +  ... +
avnXn  <  Vo
(4.7)  Xd  < rXd
(4.8)  Md  <  G°
where,  L =  total labor costs
a  =  an  artificial  objective  function  co-
efficient  associated  with  imports  of
commodity i; they are set larger than
api  to  insure  that  Xi  is  used before
imports  Mi  (i =  1,2, ... ,d,...,n)
G°  =  specific magnitude  of import of com-
modity  d,  to be  set  by the  analyst
depending on the case studied (e.g.,
zero,  limited,  unlimited)
Xi  =  output of commodity  i after destruc-
tion of sector d
Yi  =  final  demand  of commodity  i  after
destruction  of sector  d
Also,  note  that  restrictions  (4.7) and  (4.8)
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have  no  specific  counterparts  in  the  con-
ventional  input-output  model  expressed  in
equation  system  (1).  Restriction  (4.7)  re-
quires  that  output  of  the  destroyed  sec-
tor  (Xd)  be  less  than  or  equal  to  some
previously  specified  fraction  (r) of  the orig-
inal level of output (X). Restriction  (4.8)
specifies  the  upper  limit  of imports  of  de-
stroyed  sector output (Md).
Case I:  Partial  Destruction - No Imports
In  this  case,  Md<G°=O  after  destruction
and  the output of every  sector  is multiplied
by r.  The  reduction  in output  is due  to the
assumption  of fixed  coefficient  production
functions,  as  expressed  in equations  (2)  and
(3).  Accordingly,  the  final  demands  for  all
sectors  are  affected;  the  new vector  of final
demands for the Case I model [see equations
(1.1)  through  (1.3)]  becomes  (rYj,  .. .,  rYd,
... ,  rY°).  This  case  does  not  need  to  be
modeled  using  a  linear  programming  ver-
sion  of the  original  model;  the  input-output
model is  adequate.  Even though  sector  d  is
a  "bottleneck,"  the  scaling  of  all  final  de-
mands  reflects  the  changes  caused  by  de-
struction.  Since  there  are  no  imports,  the
new sector output becomes rX°(i  =  1,2,...,
d,  . .,n).
Case II: Partial  Destruction
Unlimited Imports
In this case,  G° is a large number equaling
or exceeding  the level of imports needed  to
meet all original final demands.  Endogenous
production ofd meets rX~,  while  Md  is  used
to meet the  original  levels  of final demands
forallsectors; thatis, (1  -r)Y~  +...  +  (1  -
r)YO  +..  . + (1-r)Y °. The  new  vector  of
final demands becomes (Y,  ... , rY,  ... ,  yo).
Although the  import restriction  is  still (4.8),
the  value  of  Md  used  in  the  linear  pro-
gramming  model should be  Md  - (1  - r)Yd
because we are interested  in  calculating  the
new  value  of  Xd  that  is  produced  endog-
enously. The (1 - r)Yr portion  does  not  need
to be included because it goes directly to the
dth sector's final demand for consumption and
therefore  does  not  enter  the  interindustry
transactions  in the  regional  economy.
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Case III:  Partial  Destruction
Limited Imports
In this case,  imports are  available  but not
in  sufficient  quantity  to meet all  of the sec-
tor's original  final  demands.  The linear  pro-
gramming  formulation  for this case  is nearly
identical  to  the  case  of unlimited  imports
(Case II),  except  that  the level of imports  is
smaller  and  the  final  demands  for  the  non-
destroyed sectors  must be scaled by a value,
s,  where r < s <  1.
Also,  in  the  absence  of any  relevant  in-
formation,  Md  is  assumed  to  be  distributed
between Yd and total intermediate demand of
sector d (E  adj  XJ)  on the basis  of the propor-
tion of X:  originally going to Yd.  For example,
if originally
Xd = adlXl  + ad2X2 +...
+ addX  + .. + adn
X n  +- YO,
the proportion  of  Md  going to Yd  becomes




The  value  of  Md  entered  in  the model  is
equal to (1 - Yd/Xd)  Md.  The final demand of
the destroyed sector becomes rYe. The (Yd/X°)
portion of imports (Md) goes directly to sector
d's final demand and therefore does not enter
the interindustry  transactions.  This is one  of
the  more  problematical  assumptions  in  this
paper for two reasons.  First, unlike technical
coefficients,  the  magnitude  of  the  propor-
tions  is  not  fixed  by  production  processes.
Second,  we  have  assumed  that  before  de-
struction  Md  =  0. There is no way to propor-
tionately  increase the  Md  levels  across  inter-
mediate  and final demands  by assuming  the
same  Md  distribution  after  destruction.  In
short,  other assumptions  may be used in this
instance;  we  present  these  assumptions  in
the  absence  of other  information  about  the
regional  economy.
To  run  the  linear  programming  model,
G°  is  set equal  to  a  level  of import  of the
destroyed  sector's  output that  is  insufficient
to meet original final demands. The destroyed
sector's  output  is restricted by Xd  s  rXd.
The magnitude of s is estimated by the fol-
lowing  iterative  procedure:  First,  s  is  set
equal to any value between r and  1.0 before
running  the  linear  programming  model.  If
the artificial  variable  associated with the  de-
stroyed  sector's  final  demand  equation  (see
inequation  4.3) enters the basis,  the value of
s is  too high.  If the  slack variable  associated
with the restriction Md  G  G° enters the basis,
the value of s is too low. Adjustments in s are
made,  depending on whether the artificial or
slack enters the basis.  This procedure  is con-
tinued until either the artificial  or slack vari-
able  in the basis  is  sufficiently  "small."  The
analyst  must judge  what  value  he  finds  ac-
ceptable;  the  authors  suggest  that a  "small"
value occurs when sector outputs in the basis
are relatively insensitive to small changes in s.
Case IV:  Total Destruction
No Imports
Since r = 0 in total destruction,  all produc-
tion  in  the  economy  ceases  due  to  the  as-
sumption of fixed coefficient production func-
tions.  This is evident  from Equations  (2) and
(3).  This  is  not true, however,  for  a decom-
posable input-output  system.
Case V:  Total Destruction
Unlimited Imports
Sector  outputs  may  be  calculated  in  this
case  using  either  an  input-output  or  linear
programming  model.  In  the  input-output
version,  the  dth  row and column are deleted
[see  equations  (1.1)  through  (1.5)]  and  the
remaining final demands are left unchanged.
Sector  output  may  be  calculated  with  the
new  (n-1) x (n-l) matrix  using  the  input-
output algorithm.  In the linear programming
version,  rYd = 0, and all other final demands
are  unchanged.  As in  Case II,  G°  is  a large
number  equaling  or  exceeding  the  level  of
imports  needed  to  meet  all  original  final
demands.  The level of Md should be entered
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in the model as  (Md  - Yd).  Using  the  linear
programming  approach,  this  case  is  imple-
mented  by specifying  r =  0,  and  Xd  rXd.
Case VI:  Complete Destruction -
Limited Imports
With total destruction and limited imports,
the dth  row and column are deleted [see equa-
tions  (1.1)  through  (1.5)]  and  the  remaining
final demand elements  are scaled by s; again,
r <  s <  1. In this case,  G°  is set equal  to a
level of import of the destroyed sector's  out-
put  insufficient  to  meet  original  final  de-
mands  for  all  sectors.  Restriction  (4.7)  be-
comes  Xd  s  0.  The  iterative  procedure  for
Case III is used here.
Application
To  apply  the  procedure  described  above,
we used  a  40  sector  input-output  model  of
western Nevada  [Ching].  Partial  destruction
of the  mining  sector  is  due  to  the  planned
closing  of  Anaconda  Corporation's  Lyon
County mining operation.  The mining sector
in  the  western  Nevada  model  is  typical  in
that it exhibits weak intersectoral ties.  While
the mining sector does  make substantial pur-
chases  of utilities  and certain  services,  major
purchases  are  from  the  household  sector.
Similarly,  there  are  only  limited  purchases
by the other endogenous  sectors  of the min-
ing sector's  output.  In the case  of a partially
destroyed  mining sector,  imports  of mining
products are not likely to occur; and,  Case I  is
the  only  case  applicable  to  the  situation  in
western  Nevada.  The  remaining  cases  are
presented  as  illustrations.
We  estimate  that  the  partial  destruction
scalar  for  the  mining  sector  are  0.3.  All  six
cases are discussed below.  Table 1 shows  the
total regional output,  employment,  and r and
s values  for each  case.
In Case I the new employment and output
levels  are  simply  the  original  regional  em-
ployment and output multiplied by the scalar
of destruction  ( r=  .3).  This  result  holds
either with the linear programming model or
the input-output  model.
TABLE  1.  Results of Empirical Example
Regional  Employment
Regional Output  (Full  Time
Case  (Million  Dollars)  Equivalents)  r  s
ORIGINAL  CASE  1253.3  67,180  NAa  NA
I: No imports,
partial




destruction  1233.7  66,303  0.3  NA
III:  Limited imports
partial
destruction  1145.27  61,512  0.3  0.928
IV:  No  imports,
complete




destruction  1225.3  65,928  0.0  NA
VI:  Limited imports,
complete
destruction  762.1  41,007  0.0  0.622
aNot Applicable
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Cases  II and III were  investigated  using a
linear programming  algorithm.  For Case  II,
Md  was  set  equal  to  an  arbitrarily  large
number.  This  specification  allowed  us  to de-
termine  the  amount  of imports  needed  to
meet all original final demands.  For Case III,
Md was set equal to a value below this import
level;  the  resulting  s  scalar  was  equal  to
0.928.  The iterative procedure  for estimating
s was relatively easy  to use.  In Cases III and
VI, we were able to converge on a satisfactory
value  of s in five or less  iterations.
The interpretation  of the total destruction
cases  (IV,  V and VI)  is similar  to the partial
destruction cases,  except that r = 0 and Xd  <
0.  The  levels of imports  in  Cases  III and VI
are  equal.
It is very important to note in Cases II,  III,
V,  and  VI  that  the  traditional  multiplier
analysis  does  not  hold.  The  imported  com-
modity  is  not  endogenously  produced,  and
therefore  does not directly  generate  output,
employment  and income in the region.  Em-
ployment was calculated in Table  1 by multi-
plying each sector's output by the ratio of the
sector's  predestruction  employment  ex-
pressed  in  Full Time Equivalents  to predes-
truction output.
Conclusion
Short-run  changes occurring  in  a  regional
economy  after  sector  destruction  may  be
modeled  by  revising  the  original  input-
output  model;  linear  programming  or  new
input-output  versions  of the  original  model
can be  used.  These procedures  are  possible
even if the economist knows  only the degree
of destruction and the level of imports,  and if
he  is  willing  to  make  certain  assumptions.
Two  major  assumptions  are  (1) the  direct
coefficients  remain  unchanged,  and (2) post-
destruction  final  demand  levels  do  not  ex-
ceed  predestruction  levels.  The  six  cases
presented here show how new final demands
may be estimated and how sector output may
be  calculated.  Cases  I  through  VI  were
applied  to an  instance  of sector destruction
that occurred recently  in western Nevada.
One of the more  important aspects of the
models  presented  here  is  their use in policy
considerations.  The  option  of being  able  to
vary degrees  of destruction and levels of im-
ports would allow decision makers to predict
the  outcome  of policies  on  output,  income,
and  employment.  Note  that  the  traditional
multiplier  analysis  for  estimating changes  in
output,  income and employment would be of
little value because  of the effects of destruc-
tion and imports.
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